
Good teamwork achieves success! This workshop will help participants to become more self-
aware and grow their capability to collaborate better with their Committee and others they are
involved with. It focusses on the value of working in a team and how problem-solving and
teamwork are essential for achieving success

This workshop will help you to develop an idea from scratch into a project plan, building the
foundations for knowing exactly what you intend to do, how you intend to do it and how
much money is required to make it successful. Ideal for those applying for grants so
funders see a ready to go project plan that covers all bases

Advocacy focuses on addressing the need for change, and this workshop will help to build your
skills to be a powerful advocate for your cause. Designed with the goal of increasing your skills in
advocacy and growing an awareness about the role of individuals and community groups as
advocates, providing the foundations for effectively bringing issues to a range of audiences to
stimulate discussion and change. 

Putting out the welcome mat 
Wanting more engagement with your community? This workshop will help your organisation
to rethink about how you engage and welcome different groups and people as well as how
you can open your doors wider to embrace rapid changes. 
.

Project planning and development 
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Teamwork and problem-solving

Advocacy  

Building community with social media 
Social media is part of our everyday, providing an efficient way to communication with your
community, group, members and stakeholders, but which is the most effective? This workshop will
provide an overview of the most popular social media platforms used in Australia and insights on
the best way you can use them topromote the services you provide in your community. 

For more information and to register scan the QR CODE or contact: 
Susan van den Ham - Golden Plains Shire Council 
Ph: 03 5220 7157
Email: susan.vandenham@gplains.vic.gov.au
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These free workshops are proudly
provided by Golden Plains Shire Council
in conjunction with Non Profit Training. 


